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ABSTRACT

IV. TEST CASE RESULTS

VI. CONCLUSION

Fast approximation algorithms that map sparse, irregularly
spaced data to a regular grid typically do not include
uncertainty estimates. Yet the synthesis of uncertainty with
gridded output surfaces is now a required practice. In this
paper, we extend the work of Calder and Mayer by including
the influence of navigational uncertainty over a sloping
seafloor. To do this, we use a circumscribed, nearest
neighbor algorithm to determine which data points will
contribute to the uncertainty estimate for each gridded
output location. Two case studies, one with sparse synthetic
data and one with real data around the region of Svalbard,
demonstrate the utility of this method. To study the nature
and influence of sparse data, the synthetic case study
generates a randomized sparse data set whereas the latter
case study uses an irregular and sparse data set. The real
data case study compares well with previous studies in the
Svalbard region and the synthetic case study displays
reasonable output values.

A. Synthetic Case Study
(a-b) displays input data: (a) randomly generated input data
with noise from output grid; (b) Delaunay TIN of input data with
Voronoi outlines and surface grid points. (c-e) display results: (c)
tabulated output gridded data with intermediate computations
and total uncertainty estimation ‘Uncert’ (d) output gridded
depth; (e) output gridded uncertainty.

We propose an uncertainty estimator for gridding algorithms that
lack an inherent uncertainty estimator. We augment the zerothorder CUBE uncertainty estimator to handle both sparse data and
seafloor slope. First, we append a term for seafloor slope to CUBE’s
propagated variance equation to form our CURVE algorithm, and
then apply it in a way appropriate for sparse data. CURVE uses a
Delaunay TIN for selecting control points, propagating their
uncertainties, and uses IDW averaging to aggregate contributing
uncertainties. The result is a total uncertainty estimate for each
gridded surface point. We presented two case studies, the first with
synthetic data to demonstrate slope and distance effects on
uncertainty, and the second with real data demonstrating CURVE.
MergeBathy’s algorithm flowchart for utilizing CURVE to obtain a
gridded bathymetric surface with gridded uncertainty from sparse
data.

I. PROBLEM
We need a gridded uncertainty estimate for sparse data gridding
algorithms that often lack a native uncertainty estimator.

II. SOLUTION: CURVE
(CUBE Uncertainty pRopagated Variance Equation)
1. Estimate Uncertainty :
2. Account for Bottom Slope :
3. Adapt to Sparse Data :

CUBE’s Propagated Variance
Equation [1]
Augment with bottom slope term
Delaunay TINs
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CUBE’s Propagated
Variance Estimator [1]:

CURVE:

V. FUTURE WORK
Bottom Slope:
• The figure to the right
shows the relationship
between both slope and
(2).
• The additional
uncertainty term is
computed using the
assumptions in this
figure.
• Θ estimated using thirdorder finite differences
[2] [3].

Inverse Distance
Weighting (IDW):
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• When vertices ≠ nearest neighbors, we will have 𝐶 1
discontinuities.
• Oceanographic models utilize bathymetric gridded surfaces as
forcing terms which may lead to significant high frequency noise
that is slow to dissipate, as found in [5].
• Our ongoing research includes developing methods that extend
the number and nature of the contributing vertices.
IDW vs linear interpolation:
(a-b) show discontinuities along triangle edges in Right TINs: (a) an
IDW interpolator that fails to produce a C^0 interpolant; (b) a
linear interpolator producing a C^0, but not C^1 interpolant.
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